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Walls are a common and traditional form of land 
enclosure. The detection of a climbing over – 
without changing the architectural overall picture 
– is a special challenge. The WallGARD® system 
reliably detects overclimbing attempts and is not 
visible to the attacker. The design of the wall is 
hardly changed for subsequent monitoring. 

Covers are adapted to the crown of the wall, which 
detect, evaluate and report weight increases by 
means of special damping sound elements. Even 
existing covers - regardless of whether they are 
made of metal, stone or concrete - can be moni-
tored up to a weight of 100 kg per running metre. 

In the case of historical, listed buildings, the system 
can also be installed under the upper row of stones 
if the architecture must not be altered. Planted 
gabions can also be retrofitted with WallGARD®. 

The detection thresholds are adjusted in such a way 
that small animals and normal snow loads do not 
generate an alarm message. In this way unwanted 
alarms can be reduced to a minimum. 

Various WallGARD® material, shape and colour 
options make the system an adaptable retrofit solu-
tion for a wide range of architectural requirements. 

Areas of application:

 ■ Private properties 
 ■ Commercial site boundaries of production sites,  

logistics companies, warehouses, office complexes
 ■ Hotel facilities
 ■ Parks 
 ■ Facilities of listed buildings


